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SUMMARY 18 
 19 
Viruses play important roles in population dynamics and as drivers of evolution in 20 
single-celled marine phytoplankton. Viral infection of Ostreococcus tauri often 21 
causes cell lysis, but two spontaneously arising resistance mechanisms occur: resistant 22 
cells that cannot become infected and resistant producer cells that are infected but not 23 
lysed, and which may slowly release viruses. As of yet, little is known about how 24 
consistent the effects of viruses on their hosts are across different environments. To 25 
measure the effect of host resistance on host growth, and to determine whether this 26 
effect is environmentally dependent, we compared the growth and survival of 27 
susceptible, resistant and resistant producer O. tauri cells under five environmental 28 
conditions with and without exposure to O. tauri virus. While the effects of exposure 29 
to virus on growth rates did not show a consistent pattern in populations of resistant 30 
cells, there were several cases where exposure to virus affected growth in resistant 31 
hosts, sometimes positively. In the absence of virus, there was no detectable cost of 32 
resistance in any environment, as measured by growth rate. In fact, the opposite was 33 
the case, with populations of resistant producer cells having the highest growth rates 34 
across four of the five environments.  35 
  36 
INTRODUCTION 37 
 38 
Marine viruses play a large role in nutrient and energy cycling in the oceans. Viral 39 
lysis of single celled organisms releases large quantities of organic matter into the 40 
environment, making nutrients available for use by bacteria and algae. This process 41 
has been termed the viral shunt (Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). Studies on marine viruses 42 
typically focus on the importance of viruses in nutrient cycling and the release of 43 
organic matter through cell lysis. Despite the important role of marine viruses in 44 
ecosystem function across many environments, from nutrient rich coastal waters to 45 
more oligotrophic regions of the open ocean (Bruussard, 2004), host-virus interactions 46 
are typically studied in single environments. Here, we use the Ostreococcus 47 
tauri/Ostreococcus tauri virus model system to investigate variation in host-virus 48 
interactions across environments to understand (1) whether susceptibility/resistance to 49 
viruses changes with environmental change, and (2) whether the growth effect of host 50 
resistance depends on environmental context or resistance type.  51 
 52 
We explore the relationship between host responses to environmental change and the 53 
resistance strategies of those hosts using the marine picoeukaryote Ostreococcus tauri 54 
(order Mamiellales). O. tauri is commonly isolated from Mediterranean lagoons that 55 
are connected to the open ocean via narrow channels (Clerissi et al., 2014). These 56 
channels limit the exchange of seawater between the lagoon and ocean, making 57 
variations in the environmental salinity, pH, temperature and nutrients more extreme 58 
than in the open ocean (Bellec et al., 2010; Clerissi et al., 2014). Ostreococcus tauri 59 
viruses (OtVs) have been sampled frequently in water samples collected from lagoon 60 
and coastal waters where O. tauri is found. OtVs have strict host specificity (Clerissi 61 
et al., 2012), and the three OtVs sequenced to date have all been described as lytic 62 
viruses (Derelle et al., 2008; Weynberg et al., 2009, 2011). Virus infection of O. tauri 63 
usually causes cell lysis in susceptible (S) cells, though two mechanisms of resistance 64 
have been observed (Thomas et al., 2011). In the first case, viruses are unable to 65 
infect the host, and these cells are referred to here as resistant (R). In the second case, 66 
hosts are tolerant to viral infection and are able to slowly release them without 67 
damage to the host cell. These cells are termed resistant producers (RP). In this paper, 68 
we refer to the three cell types as resistance types. 69 
 70 
Resistance type could have consequences for growth and other cell properties, such as 71 
size and chlorophyll content. For example, a trade-off of acquiring resistance to viral 72 
lysis may come as a fitness cost. This often occurs as reduced competitive ability 73 
(Lenski, 1988; Bohannan et al., 2002) and sometimes reduced growth rate (Lennon et 74 
al., 2007; Frickel et al., 2016). A modification in cell surface receptors to limit virus 75 
attachment could also result in a loss of the original function of the protein, such as 76 
metabolism or being able to target the host immune system. In several bacteria 77 
species, loss of a bacteriophage receptor results in lower virulence of the bacteria in 78 
its host, thereby lowering the fitness of resistant compared to non-resistant strains 79 
(Seed et al., 2012; León and Bastías, 2015). Lastly, strong resistance to one specific 80 
virus strain may lead to increased susceptibility to lysis by other strains, as has been 81 
observed in O. tauri (Clerissi et al., 2012) and cyanobacteria (Marston et al., 2012; 82 
Avrani and Lindell, 2015).  83 
 84 
The group of viruses that infects phytoplankton is the Phycodnaviruses. These viruses 85 
have been studied under environmental conditions that differ from a benign control 86 
environment in a single driver, such as increases in temperature (Nagasaki and 87 
Yamaguchi, 1998; Wells and Deming, 2006), nutrient (Bratbak et al., 1993, 1998; 88 
Bellec et al., 2010; Clerissi et al., 2014), light (Bratbak et al., 1998; Weinbauer, 89 
2004), UV (Jacquet and Bratbak, 2003), CO2 (Larsen et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2014; 90 
Maat et al., 2014) and pH levels (Weinbauer, 2004). When environmental conditions 91 
are stressful, one consequence can be inactivation of the virus particle. This affects 92 
host-virus interactions by preventing infection through structural degradation, the 93 
inability of the virus to inject its genome into the host or the inability of the virus to 94 
replicate (Børsheim, 1993; Jacquet and Bratbak, 2003). Additionally, since viral 95 
replication and life cycle are often closely linked to host metabolism, environmental 96 
changes such as increased temperature or nutrients will often have an indirect effect 97 
on responses to viral attack (Weinbauer, 2004; Danovaro et al., 2011). Understanding 98 
the role of viruses in marine communities requires investigating their activity across 99 
environments. Here, we focus on the environmental changes of increased temperature, 100 
decreased nutrients, decreased light and decreased salinity levels. 101 
 102 
Previous studies of resistance in O. tauri found that when each resistance type was 103 
maintained separately there was no significant difference in growth rates, such that a 104 
cost of resistance was too low to be detected by differences in growth alone. 105 
However, when resistant types were competed against each other, a competitive 106 
hierarchy was observed in which S had the fastest growth rate, followed by R and 107 
then by RP (Thomas et al., 2011). Since the three resistance types share the same 108 
starting genotype, it is possible to make direct comparisons between them. In this 109 
study, an experiment was performed in which three populations of each O. tauri 110 
resistance type (S, R and RP) derived from a common ancestor were grown for one 111 
week in the following environments in both the absence and presence of OtV5: high 112 
temperature, low light, low phosphate, and low salt. These environments were 113 
selected to represent relatively small variations from the control environment in which 114 
the populations are normally maintained in the laboratory, so that the cells responded, 115 
but were still able to grow at a rate that was measureable. The average number of cell 116 
divisions per day over a single transfer cycle (7 days), cell size and cell chlorophyll 117 
content were measured in the novel environments in the absence of OtV5. Offspring 118 
production over a fixed period of time is a proxy for fitness in single celled organisms 119 
in batch culture experiments (Brennan and Collins, 2015). Cell size and chlorophyll 120 
content were measured as additional phenotypes, to examine effects on organismal 121 
function other than cell division rates, since only small differences in growth were 122 
detected previously (Thomas et al., 2011). After one week of growth in the novel 123 
environment, all populations were inoculated with OtV5 and cell densities were 124 
measured three days after inoculation to test for susceptibility to viral lysis.  125 
 126 
127 
RESULTS  128 
 129 
The effect of viral exposure on cell division rates depends on resistance type 130 
 131 
After one week of growth in a novel environment, all populations were inoculated 132 
with OtV5 and cell densities were measured three days later. Supporting Information 133 
Tables S1 and S2 provide all statistical outputs in this study. Susceptibility of O. tauri 134 
to OtV5 was driven by resistance type, as expected (ANOVA, resistance type × virus 135 
treatment, F2,234 = 360.14, p <0.0001). After inoculation of O. tauri with OtV5, all R 136 
and RP cells remained resistant to lysis and S cells remained susceptible (Figure 1). 137 
Thus, OtV5 inoculation had a significant effect on cell density (ANOVA effect of 138 
virus treatment on growth, F1,234 = 361.62, p <0.0001), since populations of S cells 139 
fell to almost zero (Figure 1). No difference was observed in resistance between R 140 
and RP populations (t=0.46, p=0.66). 141 
 142 
Counter to our expectation, the effect of virus inoculation did not vary with 143 
environment (ANOVA, environment × virus treatment, F4,234 = 0.89, p <0.46). 144 
However, environment alone had a significant effect on growth (F4,234 = 26.01, p 145 
<0.0001), because of the S cell lysis in all environments. Additionally, an interaction 146 
was identified between resistance type and environment (ANOVA, environment × 147 
resistance type, F8,234 = 6.09, p <0.0001). For both R and RP cells, there were cases 148 
where virus inoculation resulted in higher growth rates than the non-inoculated 149 
controls (Figure 1). Cell densities were repeatedly higher in one inoculated population 150 
(NG’13) than the control in the low salt environment in R cells and in the low light 151 
environment for one population (NG27) in RP cells. This indicates that cell growth 152 
can increase in response to viruses in resistant populations. This occurs consistently in 153 
all replicates of a given population when it happens, but does not occur in all 154 
populations of a resistance type. We also see cases where lysis in some populations of 155 
S cells is incomplete, notably in the low light (NG’2) and low salt (NG’3) 156 
environments. Again, this does not occur in all populations, but it occurs reliably in 157 
replicates of the same population. While these effects of environment on lysis are not 158 
statistically significant because they do not occur over all populations within a 159 
resistance type, it could have evolutionary and ecological effects on the occasions 160 
when it does occur, which we discuss below. 161 
 162 
Growth rate varied across environments regardless of resistance type 163 
 164 
All populations were grown in a novel environment in the absence of OtV5 for one 165 
week, over which growth rate was measured. The response of O. tauri growth to the 166 
environment depended on resistance type (effect of environment × resistance type, F8, 167 
114=4.45, p=0.0001). Additionally, regardless of resistance type, population growth 168 
rates differed between environments (effect of environment on growth F4,114 = 231.39, 169 
P<0.0001) (Figure 2). Growth rates were higher in the control environment except for 170 
a single RP population, NG’10, which divided rapidly in the low salt environment 171 
(Figure 2). Populations grown in the low phosphate environment all had reduced 172 
growth rates and showed less variation in growth than in all other environments. 173 
 174 
The effect of resistance type on growth depends on environment 175 
 176 
Resistance type alone did not significantly affect the growth rate of O. tauri 177 
(F2,6=2.88, p=0.1328). This is because S and R cells had similar population growth 178 
rates in all environments (Figure 2). In contrast, some populations of RP had different 179 
growth rates than both R and S cells. There was variation in growth rates between 180 
replicate populations of RP cells, with some populations consistently showing 181 
elevated growth rates. Two out of the three RP populations (NG’10 (shown by circle 182 
in Fig 2) and NG’16 (shown by cross in Fig 2) had higher growth rates than S and R 183 
cells in four out of the five environments (F3,5=17.19, p=0.046). The single exception 184 
was the low phosphate environment, where all resistance types had similar low 185 
growth rates. These data indicate that there is either no cost or an undetectable cost of 186 
resistance in terms of growth to either infection or lysis over a range of environments, 187 
and that there can be a growth benefit of being resistant to lysis in some 188 
environments, as evidenced by the rapid growth of some RP populations. The low or 189 
absent cost of resistance is consistent with previous studies in single environments, 190 
which have reported costs of resistance detectable in competitions, but too low to be 191 
detectable by comparing growth rates (Thomas et al., 2011). 192 
 193 
Populations resistant to lysis can have a growth advantage in some environments 194 
 195 
In order to assess whether the S, R, and RP resistance types responded similarly to the 196 
different environments, environments were ranked from best to worst, based on 197 
population growth rates. All resistance types displayed highest growth rates in the 198 
control environment (See Supporting Information Table S3). R cells had the same 199 
rank order of environments as the S cells. Since the growth rates of the RP cells were 200 
highly variable relative to the other resistance types, containing two populations that 201 
grew quickly, the RP populations were grouped into fast growing (NG’10 and NG’16) 202 
and normal growing (NG27). RP cells showed the same rank order of environments 203 
for both the fast and normal growing populations, except in low salt for the fast 204 
growing populations. This was due to one population (NG’10) displaying 205 
exceptionally high growth. Growth rate was the same in the low salt and low light 206 
environments for the normal growing RP population. Fast growing RP cells had 207 
higher cell growth in all environments except low phosphate. 208 
 209 
To measure how sensitive growth rates were to environmental change, the slopes of 210 
the ranked environments were compared (Figure 3). The two fast growing RP 211 
populations had a higher intercept (ANOVA effect of rank on growth, F 212 
1,125=1112.56, p <0.0001), demonstrating the increase in growth rate compared to the 213 
other populations. These data show that faster growing populations had a stronger 214 
preference for environments in which they can grow more quickly, however in the 215 
lowest ranking environment (which was low phosphate for all resistance types), these 216 
populations grew equally badly.   217 
 218 
Size and chlorophyll content vary between cells with different resistance types in 219 
response to environment 220 
 221 
After one week of growth in a novel environment without viruses, cell size and 222 
relative cell chlorophyll content were measured. Response of resistance type on cell 223 
size depended on environment (effect of environment × resistance type, F 8,114=5.48, p 224 
<0.0001). Regardless of resistance type, environment had a significant effect on cell 225 
size (F4,114=77.93, p <0.0001). Cells were larger under low light (t=3.83, p=0.0002) 226 
and low phosphate conditions (t=7.49, p<0.0001), compared to the control 227 
environment (Figure 4). No significant effect of resistance type was observed on cell 228 
size (F2,6=0.01, p=0.9945). However, under low phosphate, there was a large variation 229 
in cell size between the fast and normal growing RP populations.  230 
 231 
The two fast-growing RP populations had smaller cells than the normal growing RP 232 
population in the low phosphate environment. The RP population with normal growth 233 
had cells that were similar in size to the S populations (Figure 4). To examine whether 234 
fast growing RP populations had different cell sizes than did populations with normal 235 
growth rates, post hoc models were used to analyse the two fast growing populations 236 
separately. Overall, no significant effect of resistance type was observed on cell size 237 
when normal and fast growing RP populations were analysed separately (ANOVA 238 
F2,6=0.22, p=0.8812). Additionally, a model examining growth rate as a fixed effect 239 
was also performed. This showed a significant effect of growth rate (F1,99=54.23, 240 
p<0.0001) and an interaction between resistance type and growth rate (F2,99=4.64, 241 
p=0.01), although no effect of resistance type alone was detected (F2,6=0.001, 242 
p=0.99). However, the statistical power in this data set, which contained only one 243 
population of normal growing RP cells and two populations of fast growing RP cells, 244 
was low, such that the chances of detecting an effect of resistance type on cell size is 245 
unlikely here even if one exists (power=0.142).  246 
 247 
The effect of resistance type on chlorophyll content per cell volume depended on 248 
environment (effect of environment × resistance type, F8,114=10.68, p <0.0001). In 249 
addition, environment alone had a significant effect on relative chlorophyll per cell 250 
volume (F4,114=120.45, p <0.0001), however resistance type alone did not (F2,6=1.61, 251 
p =0.2757).  Under low light, chlorophyll varied little between the three resistance 252 
types. In the other environments, S and R strategies usually displayed similar 253 
chlorophyll content levels with RP displaying lower chlorophyll levels in all 254 
environments except low phosphate. 255 
 256 
By inspection, we see that the fast growing RP populations have less chlorophyll per 257 
cell volume than the normal growing RP population in all environments except low 258 
phosphate (Figure 5). We used a post hoc model with growth rate as a fixed effect to 259 
investigate whether the fast growing RP populations also had different chlorophyll 260 
contents. Growth rate had a significant effect on chlorophyll content (F1,99=57.86, p 261 
<0.0001), with fast growing RP populations having lower chlorophyll content, and the 262 
effect of growth rate was dependent on environment (F4,99=3.85, p=0.01) and 263 
resistance type (F2,99=6.27, p =0.003). Furthermore, when growth rate was considered 264 
in the model, resistance type alone had a significant effect on chlorophyll content 265 
(F2,6=5.49, p =0.04), suggesting that the growth rate of the fast growing RP 266 




Effect of environment on host resistance 271 
 272 
We observed no differences in susceptibility of any of the populations to OtV5 over 273 
the environments tested. While the ability of the virus to lyse host cells did not depend 274 
on the environment, R and RP cells had different growth responses to viral exposure. 275 
There were two cases in which a resistant population repeatedly had a higher cell 276 
density after exposure to OtV5 than its paired control culture that was not inoculated. 277 
We speculate that this may be a response to the virus, which causes the phytoplankton 278 
cells to divide more rapidly. This would be advantageous if, for example, a population 279 
that was made up of mixed susceptible and resistant cells were exposed to virus – any 280 
resistant cell lineages that could increase their growth rate would then take over the 281 
population by overgrowing any remaining resistant cells whose growth rate was 282 
unaffected by exposure to virus.  283 
 284 
We did not detect a growth cost of resistance when R and RP populations were grown 285 
in the absence or presence of OtV5 after exposure to a novel environment. We expect 286 
to see a trade-off for being resistant to viral infection, because if there were no cost 287 
there should be a strong selection pressure for all cells to become resistant, yet we still 288 
find susceptible populations both in the laboratory and in the ocean (Thomas et al., 289 
2011; Clerissi et al., 2012). Previous work shows that that susceptible cells can have a 290 
competitive advantage against resistant cells (Lenski, 1988). Additionally, we 291 
speculate that resistance to one virus strain could make these cells susceptible to other 292 
OtVs. Clerissi et al., (2012) showed that OtVs are mainly intraspecies-specific and 293 
that hosts that are the most resistant to infection can often be infected by more 294 
generalist viruses. This specificity could be caused by proteins involved in adaptive 295 
behavior (Clerissi et al., 2012). Thus, we suggest that in addition to the abiotic 296 
environment, biotic environment could play a large role in O. tauri resistance 297 
strategy.  298 
 299 
Since viruses are responsible for a large proportion of microbial death, there is strong 300 
selection on hosts for resistance or tolerance to viral infection. There are several 301 
suggestions to explain the paradox of how susceptible algal cells and their viruses are 302 
able to co-exist in marine environments without extinction of the host. One theory as 303 
to how viruses and their hosts are able to coexist is that there must be a cost to being 304 
resistant to infection. This is often expected to be a reduction in growth (Weinbauer, 305 
2004), as has been observed in Synechococcus, in which there was a 20% reduction in 306 
fitness compared to the ancestor in resistant strains (Lennon et al., 2007). Thus in the 307 
absence of viruses, resistant cells often have a lower fitness. This could lead to 308 
decreased numbers in the absence of viruses. An evolutionary “arms race” may occur 309 
when viruses and their hosts adapt reciprocally to overcome resistance and infection, 310 
respectively. We find little evidence for a cost of resistance in our study, but this may 311 
be because the laboratory environments used are missing a key aspect of the natural 312 
environment that, if present, results in a cost of resistance in O.tauri. Alternatively, 313 
although deviating from the standard control environment, none of the environments 314 
in this study were severely stressful, with even the low phosphate environment 315 
allowing reasonable growth. Thus, it is possible that we did not detect a growth cost 316 
because the changes to the environments used were relatively modest.  317 
 318 
Various strategies for virus resistance have been reported in algae, including 319 
activation of programmed cell death (Bidle et al., 2007), absence of metacaspase 320 
(caspase orthologues) protein expression (Bidle et al., 2007), stage of the life cycle 321 
(Frada et al., 2008), changes to cell surface receptor proteins (Tarutani et al., 2006), 322 
colony formation (Brussaard et al., 2007) and genetic mutations (Stoddard et al., 323 
2007). However, it is still unknown how O. tauri cells acquire their two resistance 324 
strategies. We found that short-term exposure to novel environments does not affect 325 
resistance type and we did not observe any cost of resistance leading to cells losing 326 
their resistance to OtV5. 327 
 328 
Effect of resistance type on population growth and other phenotypic traits 329 
 330 
We found that after one week in a novel environment, growth rate of O. tauri, as 331 
measured by the average number of cell divisions per day over seven days, varied 332 
across environments for all resistance types. RP populations had the fastest average 333 
rates of cell division in most environments. All resistance types showed the same 334 
environmental preferences, with average cell division rates highest in the control 335 
environment. The only exception was one RP population that divided rapidly in the 336 
low salt environment. The lowest growth rates were observed in the low phosphate 337 
environment, which was expected since these cells were deprived of a key nutrient. 338 
 339 
Two of the three RP populations divided more rapidly than all of the S and R 340 
populations. These populations were fast growing in many environments, including 341 
the control environment, suggesting that the rapid growth is a general character of 342 
these two RP populations, rather than a response to stress or novelty. This faster 343 
growth rate in RP populations relative to S and R populations is in contrast with 344 
previous studies on O. tauri.  Thomas et al (2011) detected no difference in growth 345 
rate between S, R and RP cells, although competition experiments revealed a small 346 
reduction of fitness in RP compared to R, and R compared to S. Our results suggest 347 
that the opposite can be true. Similarly to Thomas et al. (2011), we did not observe a 348 
fitness cost in terms of growth rate for the remaining populations since S, R and 349 
normal growing RP populations had similar growth rates across environments. This 350 
was expected, at least in the control environment, where previous studies have only 351 
been able to detect a minimal cost of resistance by using direct competitions. 352 
Surprisingly, the two fast growing RP populations could not be detected as having 353 
more rapid growth under low phosphate, however these populations responded 354 
differently in their size and chlorophyll contents. 355 
 356 
Reduced growth rate is often observed as a cost of resistance in microbes and has 357 
been measured in several species (Lennon et al., 2007; Haaber and Middelboe, 2009). 358 
Ecologically, a cost of resistance is part of “kill the winner” dynamics, where, it is 359 
hypothesized that viruses kill the faster growing (susceptible) cells, and thus provide 360 
an opportunity for slower growing (resistant) cells (Mojica and Brussaard, 2014). This 361 
role for viruses requires that there be a cost of resistance. However, here we did not 362 
detect a cost of resistance in terms of growth rate, since there was no environment in 363 
which resistant cell types grew at slower rates than S cells. In fact, we observed the 364 
opposite in two out of the three RP populations, where resistant cells grew faster than 365 
the S populations across all environments except low phosphate. In cases where 366 
resistant cells (R or RP populations) did not divide faster than susceptible ones, they 367 
divided at the same rate. Taken together, this suggests that the cost of resistance to 368 
OtVs is likely to be small or absent, and may not play into kill the winner dynamics. 369 
This opens the question of how the appearance of resistance to OtVs affects both host 370 
and viral ecology.  371 
 372 
Environment affected cell size, whereas generally, resistance type did not. However, 373 
under low phosphate, the two fast growing RP populations were smaller than the 374 
normal growing RP populations, suggesting that under nutrient limitation these cells 375 
were able to divide at a smaller cell size. Smaller phytoplankton cell size is often 376 
selected for in nutrient limited environments since smaller cells have a larger surface 377 
area to volume ratio and a thinner diffusion boundary layer, thus facilitating nutrient 378 
uptake (Finkel et al., 2010; Peter and Sommer, 2015). Although fast growing RP 379 
populations in this selection environment were smaller than the normal growing RP 380 
population, their cell size was not different from the fast growing RP populations in 381 
the other environments. The control was the only environment in which fast growing 382 
RP populations were larger than the normal growing populations, indicating that there 383 
may be a (direct or indirect) fitness benefit associated with the increased size of the 384 
RP type under control conditions.  385 
 386 
In contrast to previous studies, all populations in the low phosphate environment, 387 
except fast growing RP, increased in cell size. Cell division of larger phytoplankton 388 
cells requires greater nutrient concentrations, which can decrease the division rate. 389 
Since cells in the low phosphate environment had a reduced growth rate in terms of 390 
cell divisions, this could have resulted in cells that reached a larger volume even 391 
though the environment was phosphate-poor. It has previously been suggested that 392 
increasing algal cell size, and thus the volume to surface area ratio, can facilitate 393 
reduced phosphorus uptake under phosphate-limited conditions, and that this 394 
adaptation response may be more favourable than decreasing cell size (Šupraha et al., 395 
2015). A common response of coccolithophores to phosphate limitation is reduced 396 
growth rate and increased cell size (Šupraha et al., 2015).  397 
 398 
Smaller phytoplankton cells have often been observed growing at higher temperatures 399 
in natural environments, which is thought to arise from the temperature-size rule (e.g. 400 
Atkinson et al., 2003; Morán et al., 2010). These studies used large temperature 401 
ranges, but there was no effect of the modest increase in temperature on cell size in 402 
this study. Smaller cells have also been reported to cope better with both light 403 
limitation and light saturation compared to larger cells due to a reduction in internal 404 
shading (Geider et al., 1986; Raven, 1998; Finkel et al., 2010). We found no 405 
significant difference in cell size under low light, although there was a non-significant 406 
trend for cells to be slightly larger in low than under control light.  407 
 408 
Environment was found to have a significant effect on chlorophyll content per cell 409 
volume, whereas resistance type alone had no effect. We observed lower chlorophyll 410 
per cell volume in all environments compared to the control except high temperature. 411 
Although resistance type alone did not have an effect, growth rate had a significant 412 
effect on chlorophyll content per cell volume when included in the model and normal 413 
growing S, R and RP cells in the control and high temperature environments had the 414 
highest chlorophyll levels across all environments. In contrast, fast growing RP 415 
populations showed no significant difference in chlorophyll content per cell volume 416 
across all five environments. All populations had their lowest growth rates in the low 417 
phosphate environment and cells in this environment had the lowest chlorophyll 418 
content, except for fast growing RP populations. Fast growing RP populations had 419 
lower chlorophyll content than the normal growing RP population in all environments 420 
except for low phosphate.  421 
 422 
One experiment using cultures of different phytoplankton groups found that 423 
chlorophyll content was lower during both nitrogen and phosphorus depletion 424 
(Riemann et al., 1989). Additionally, phytoplankton cells grown under low nutrients 425 
have been observed to decrease their photosynthesis rates (Litchman et al., 2003; 426 
Spilling et al., 2015). This may be due to the cells allocating resources to synthesizing 427 
chloroplasts under nutrient limitation. In our study the control environment was the 428 
preferred one, and it is possible that cells were unable to synthesise large quantities of 429 
chlorophyll in the other (less permissive) environments since their energy was 430 
allocated to growth. It is possible that under elevated temperature, the metabolism of 431 
O. tauri was increased, leading the cells to synthesise more chlorophyll. Temperature 432 
did not affect chlorophyll a content in diatoms (Sigaud and Aidar, 1993). Salinity 433 
appears to affect different phytoplankton species differently, with some species 434 
showing no change in chlorophyll content across a range of salinities, and others 435 
having higher chlorophyll contents at the optimum salinity for growth (McLachlan, 436 
1961; Sigaud and Aidar, 1993). 437 
 438 
Concluding remarks 439 
 440 
Resistance of microbes to virus infection often comes at a cost, with one common 441 
observation being a reduction in growth compared to susceptible cells in the 442 
population. In this study, our aim was to measure resistance to viruses in O. tauri 443 
across different environments and to determine whether the magnitude of a cost of 444 
resistance depends on environmental context. We did not observe a cost of resistance 445 
as measured by cell divisions, cell size or chlorophyll content in the present study. 446 
Growth rates of O. tauri were reduced when grown in low phosphate, however this 447 
did not affect the ability of OtV5 to lyse susceptible cells in this environment. 448 
Additionally, although growth rates were lower than the controls in high temperature, 449 
low light and low salinity, OtV5 still caused cell lysis of susceptible cells. Indeed, 450 
some populations that were tolerant to infection (RP populations) had evolved high 451 
growth rates, and some RP populations also increased their growth rates after 452 
exposure to viruses. Both observations suggest that resistance strategy could have 453 
interesting ecological consequences by changing the relative fitness of different 454 
populations.  455 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 456 
 457 
Susceptible and resistant populations used in this experiment 458 
 459 
O. tauri populations were obtained from N. Grimsley, Observatoire Océanologique, 460 
Banyuls-sur-Mer. Three susceptible populations (NG’2, NG’3 and NG’4), three 461 
resistant producer populations (NG’10, NG’16 and NG27) and three resistant 462 
populations (NG5, NG’13 and NG26) were used in this study. We used three 463 
biological replicates for each population in each environment. All populations were 464 
derived from a single clone of O. tauri (RCC 4221) and therefore had the same 465 
starting genotype (see Thomas et al., 2011). All populations have since been 466 
maintained separately. All RP populations were tested for viral production prior to the 467 
start of the experiment (See Supporting Information Figure S1). 468 
 469 
Culturing conditions 470 
 471 
Populations were grown in batch culture. Culture medium was prepared using 0.22 472 
μm filtered Instant Ocean artificial seawater (salinity 30 ppt) aerated with 400 ppm 473 
CO2 and supplemented with Keller and f/2 vitamins. Control cultures were maintained 474 
in a 14:10 light:dark cycle at 85 μmol photon m-2 s-1 and at a constant temperature of 475 
18°C (Table 1).  476 
 477 
For the selection experiments, O. tauri populations were grown without exposure to 478 
viruses in the control environment and four selection environments. The selection 479 
regimes used were high temperature, low light, low phosphate and low salinity (Table 480 
1). Cultures were acclimated in each selection environment for one week, followed by 481 
one week of growth in each environment. 482 
 483 
Environment Control Treatment 
Phosphate (μM) 10 5 
Salinity (ppt) 30 25 
Light (μmol m-2 s-1) 85 60 
Temperature (°C) 18 20 
 484 
For the low phosphate environment, phosphate was reduced by preparing Keller 485 
media with only half the amount of β-glycerophosphate that would normally be used. 486 
Although the phosphate concentration in the low phosphate environment is not low 487 
compared to natural seawater (0.01-2.99 μmol l-1 in the Leucate lagoon where O. tauri 488 
and OtV5 inhabit (Clerissi et al., 2014)), it is low compared to the control media in 489 
which the populations had been maintained prior to the experiment. For culture 490 
medium with a lower salinity than the control, Instant Ocean was added to reach a 491 
salinity of 25 ppt. For the low light condition, culture flasks were wrapped in 0.15 492 
neutral density foil to give a light intensity of 1000 lux. Cultures in the high 493 
temperature condition were maintained on a heat mat (Exo Terra Heat Wave substrate 494 
heat mat) set at 20°C.  495 
 496 
The effect of viral exposure on cell division rates 497 
 498 
Following one week of growth in the selection environment, each sample was 499 
inoculated with a fresh suspension of OtV5 particles to test whether it was susceptible 500 
or resistant to the virus. Samples were tested by inoculating 1 ml cell culture at a 501 
density of 105 with 10 μl OtV5 in 48-well plates with three replicates for each sample. 502 
Controls that were not inoculated with viruses were used as a control for cell growth. 503 
Cell density was measured using a FACSCanto flow cytometer 3 days after 504 
inoculation.  505 
 506 
Population growth of susceptible and resistant populations across different 507 
environments 508 
 509 
Following the acclimation period, average cell densities per day of all cultures were 510 
measured over one week of growth in each environment. Cells were counted using a 511 
BD FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) flow cytometer before the first transfer and after 512 
seven days of growth. Each population was counted in triplicate. The cell counts were 513 
converted to cells per millilitre and the number of divisions per day was calculated 514 
using equation (1).  515 
 516 






    517 
 518 
where Nt and N0 are the cell densities (cells ml
-1) at times t1 and t0 (days). This 519 
measures the average number of cell divisions per ancestor over a single growth cycle 520 
and allows a comparison of offspring production between environments (Brennan and 521 
Collins, 2015). This is useful if different environments produce different growth 522 
curves since populations with different growth strategies can be compared. This 523 
calculation is also not sensitive to small differences in N0, which is important if the 524 
population size reached during the acclimation period differs between environments 525 
or resistance types.  526 
 527 
Cell size and chlorophyll content of populations with different resistance types across 528 
environments 529 
 530 
Cell size and relative chlorophyll content per cell volume were determined using a 531 
FACSCanto flow cytometer. Cell size was inferred from FSC (forward scatter), which 532 
was calibrated using beads of known sizes (1μm, 3μm and 6.6μm). Chlorophyll 533 
fluorescence was inferred by measuring PerCP-Cy5.5 emission with excitation at 534 
488nm. Relative chlorophyll was analysed by taking the average chlorophyll 535 
fluorescence for all susceptible populations in the control environment and setting this 536 
to a value of 1, with chlorophyll measurements of all populations relative to this 537 
value.  538 
 539 
Statistical analysis 540 
 541 
Data were analysed with linear mixed effects models using the statistical package 542 
nlme in R (version 3.2.0) to identify differences in growth rates between the different 543 
environments after one week of growth and after virus inoculation. Environment and 544 
resistance type were fixed effects when analyzing growth under different 545 
environments, and environment, resistance type and treatment were fixed effects 546 
when analyzing virus inoculation under different environments. Population was a 547 
random effect in both models.  548 
 549 
Post hoc mixed effects models were used to examine whether growth rate had an 550 
effect on cell size and chlorophyll content in cells. Environment, resistance type and 551 
growth rate (cells divisions per day) were set as fixed effects with populations as the 552 
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 696 
TABLE AND FIGURE LEGENDS 697 
 698 
Table 1. A comparison of the control environment and the environment treatments 699 
that were used for each environmental condition in this study. 700 
 701 
Figure 1. Mean cell densities ml-1 of resistant (R), resistant producer (RP) and 702 
susceptible (S) O. tauri cells. Inoculated = cells inoculated with OtV5, Not inoculated 703 
= control cultures that were grown for the same amount of time, but not inoculated 704 
with OtV5. The dashed line represents the starting densities of the cultures at 105 cells 705 
ml-1. There were three biological replicates for each populations. Boxes represent the 706 
interquartile range with the median indicated as the thick black line inside the box, 707 
and whiskers extend to the highest and lowest values within 1.5 × the inter-quartile 708 
range from the edge of the box. Outlier data beyond the end of the whiskers are 709 
plotted as points. 710 
 711 
Figure 2. Mean growth rates, measured as average number of cell divisions per day 712 
over 7 days, of susceptible (S), resistant (R) and resistant producer (RP) O. tauri cells 713 
grown in five environments in the absence of OtV5. There were three populations for 714 
each resistance type, with three biological replicates for each population. Boxes 715 
represent the interquartile range with the median indicated as the thick black line 716 
inside the box, and whiskers extend to the highest and lowest values within 1.5 × the 717 
inter-quartile range from the edge of the box. Outlier data beyond the end of the 718 
whiskers are plotted as points.  719 
 720 
Figure 3. Ranked environment by average cell divisions per day over 7 days (± 721 
SEM) for susceptible (S), resistant (R) and resistant producer (RP and RPfast) cells. 722 
Environments were ranked in order from best to worst for each resistance type based 723 
on growth rate in the absence of OtV5, where 1 is the environment with the highest 724 
growth rate. Fast and normal growing resistant producers have been plotted separately 725 
for visual purposes. 726 
 727 
Figure 4. Mean cell size for susceptible (S), resistant (R) and resistant producer (RP) 728 
cells after seven days of growth in the absence of viruses in five environments. There 729 
were three populations for each resistance type, with three biological replicates for 730 
each populations. Boxes represent the interquartile range with the median indicated as 731 
the thick black line inside the box, and whiskers extend to the highest and lowest 732 
values within 1.5 × the inter-quartile range from the edge of the box. Outlier data 733 
beyond the end of the whiskers are plotted as points. 734 
 735 
Figure 5. Mean relative chlorophyll to cell size for susceptible (S), resistant (R) and 736 
resistant producer (RP) cells after seven days of growth in the absence of viruses in 737 
five environments. There were three populations for each resistance type, with three 738 
biological replicates for each population. Boxes represent the interquartile range with 739 
the median indicated as the thick black line inside the box, and whiskers extend to the 740 
highest and lowest values within 1.5 × the inter-quartile range from the edge of the 741 
box. Outlier data beyond the end of the whiskers are plotted as points. 742 
 743 
Table S1. ANOVA results of a linear mixed effects model to analyse interaction 744 
effects of environment, resistance type and treatment (with or without OtV5 745 
inoculation) on O. tauri cell density. Population was a random effect. 746 
 747 
Table S2. ANOVA results of a linear mixed effects model to analyse interaction 748 
effects of environment, resistance type, treatment (with or without OtV5 inoculation) 749 
and growth rate (fast RP or normal) on O. tauri growth rate, as measured by cell 750 
divisions per day. Population was set as a random effect in all models.  751 
 752 
Table S3. Ranked environments by fitness as measured by cell divisions per day for 753 
each resistance type. Environments were ranked in order from best to worst, where 1 754 
is the environment with the highest growth rate. Fast and normal growing resistant 755 
producers were ranked separately to compare slopes. 756 
 757 
Figure S1.  Mean cell densities ml-1 (±SEM) of O. tauri strain RCC4221 three days 758 
after inoculation with supernatant from Resistant Producing populations (NG’10, 759 
NG’16 and NG27). To ensure that the RP populations being used in this experiment 760 
were producing infectious viruses and releasing them to their external surroundings, 761 
we used the supernatant of these strains to infect susceptible O. tauri cells. 762 
Populations NG’10, NG’16 and NG’27 were aliquoted into 2ml Eppendorf tubes and 763 
centrifuged at 8000 × g for 15 min.  Next, 400 μl of supernatant was carefully 764 
removed without drawing up any cells from the pellet at the bottom of the tube, and 765 
used to inoculate 1 ml of susceptible O. tauri strain RCC4221. Eight replicates were 766 
performed. A positive control was performed using known OtV5, and a negative 767 
control was performed by adding Keller media. Controls were performed in 768 
quadruplicate. Cells were left to grow for 3 days after which their densities were 769 
measured using a FACSCanto flow cytometer. We observed cell lysis resulting from 770 
inoculation with supernatant from all three RP populations, showing that there was 771 
active virus in the media taken from these cultures. 772 
